
the dazzler
For mind-bending interactive design, call the Dazzler.

START

END

the UX factor
Need to get into the mind of your user? Call the UX Factor.

The bard
For content that jumps off the screen, call The Bard.

THE federator
For Front-End that doesn’t front, call The FEDerator.

ASSEMBLING YOUR LEAGUE OF CREATIVE SUPERHEROES?

Summon vitamin t.



A retired banker. A Gen-Y skateboarder. 

An at-home mom. Who knows what form 

The UX Factor will assume next? This data 

junkie is able to generate interactive 

experiences to satisfy any audience. 

Faster than a speeding sitemap and able 

to leap tall taxonomies in a single bound.

superpower:
Shapeshifting. Ability to experience 
sites through the eyes of a myriad 
of different users.

THE
UX factor

72  concepting

24  coding

89  content

100  ux mojo

Like the Wizard of Oz, The FEDerator 

stands behind the digital curtain, using 

X-ray vision and the latest gadgets on her 

web development utility belt to create 

responsive sites that come to the aid of 

users no matter their browser, platform, 

and screen. Take THAT, Evil Static Man!

superpower:
X-ray vision. Uses innate power 
to detect wily bugs and hidden 
coding traps.

THE 
FEDerator

34  concepting

100  coding

16  content

61  ux mojo

A legendary creative team is the sum of its 
collective superpowers.
If you’re going to defeat deadlines, you’ll need a team with superhuman 

speed, strength, and creativity. Vitamin T’s Talent Bridge allows you to 

try out creative talent for three months to see if they’re the perfect fit for 

your fantastic foursome, superlative seven, or dynamic dozen.

The Bard is the rare émigré from the 

secretive Clan of Copywriters. From taglines 

to character count, he deftly maneuvers 

through the complex intricacies of the 

online jungle to turn run-of-the-mill content 

into engagement gold.

superpower:
Alchemy. Ability to spin mere 
nouns, verbs, and adjectives 
into interactive gold.

THE 
Bard

21  concepting

21  coding

100  content

76  ux mojo

READY TO HOLD TRYOUTS? 
Call 855.848.8568 or visit vitamintalent.com/talentbridge

Like a hypnotist’s pocket watch, The 

Dazzler is master of bewitching anyone 

who visits a website or uses an app. This 

caped crusader captures the imaginations 

of target audiences and hits business 

objectives through compelling and 

beautiful designs.

superpower:
Mind Sway. Creates sites so 
captivating users won’t want 
to click anywhere else.

THE 
Dazzler

100  concepting

51  coding

24  content

81  ux mojo
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